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When Romeo hears of Juliet's demise (a report that rurns our ro
be false), he goes immediately ro her mausoleum to join her in
death. So mad with grief and intent on their funereal reunion is he
that he saysto Balthasar,his trusted servant,who he thinks rneytry
to stop him:
But iJ thou,jealous,doil return to pr1
ln what I Jurther shall intendto do,
81 heauen,
I will tuar tlteejoint fu joint,
And strewthis hungrl churchyard
with tfu lnnbs.
Tbe time and m1tintentsare savage-wild,
MoreJierceand more inexorable
Jar
Than emptl tigersor theroaringsea.
Love is no less ferocious today. Romeo's anguished cry rings true
because it resonates within the same emorional architecture the
Bard intuited. What is the narure of aching loss and the desperate
urge for reunion with those we love?What makes passion savage
and inexorable?Our culture has forgotten that primordial knowledge,now buried benearh an impenetrable layer of lecturesand instructional videotapes. Relationships have taken on the status of
wsxlrrsl-everyone talks about them, but who knows what rc do?
Relatedness,affiliation, loyalty, and nurturance are woven so
thoroughly into our lives that we tend to presupposetheir ubiquity
throughout the animal kingdom. But mosr creaturesdo not know
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rhese motivations. Cannibalism-specifically, Parents lngestrng
offspring for nutritive value-revolts human beings, but for many
,p..i., th. li.r. between progeny and delicacy is blurred. A friend
to
who kepr guppies gave rhem up upon rcaliztngshe would have
by
,.gr.g"r. ih" yo.rrrg ro prevent their wholesale consumption
manparents. Such indiscriminate dining habits are, the Pet store
they
eger told her, normal for grown guppies' "Not in my house'
If
aren'tj' she answeredgrimly, and expelled the fish into the toilet'
The
rhey made it to the sea, they may be cannibahzrng still.
had
diminutive crocodilian we encountered in the last chapter
finish life
good reason to be wafy;nine out of ten baby crocodiles
ini,r th. belly of a predator before their first birth day; in most
is
srances,the poacher is an adult croc. Given how primal the urge
and
to gobble up a smaller organism, feelings of tenderness,cafe,
marvels'
concefn for the trny and frail may rightly strike us as near
that
They are limbic endowments, and so are the rage and tears
erupt at the fracture of a mammalian bond. Of what is that miraculous tie made? For animals as social as we' that question defines
our lives.

FIN D IN G

TH E TI ES THAT

BI ND

Austrian physician and Nobel laureate Konrad Lorcnz
chillaunched the scientific study of relatednessin resPonseto a
inordreris book. The child of parents "supremely tolerant of my
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estate 1n
dinate love for animals," Lorcnz grew uP on a large
fish'
Altenburg, Germany, where he kept a menagerie of insects'
Advenrepriles, dogs, and monkeys. But after he read ThewonderJul
twresoJM/5, in which a mischievous boy joins a flock of migrating
"From then on,
g..r., Lorenz's avian pers becamehis lifelong love.
was
i y."rr,.d to become a wild goose and, on rcalizing that this
His
wrote.
impossible, I desperute\y wanted ro have onei' Lorenz
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devored observarions of the warerfowr
in his backyard convinced
him that much of their behavior,
incruding mother_offspring
bonding, was instinctuar. Lorenzt
best-known studies concerned
ducklings and goslings, who huddre
by their morher while she
rests, and clamber after her when
she is on the move.
Baby ducks tagging arong behind
their mother are a famiriar
anyone acquainted with kindergarten
reading primers. But
:t:l'rroLorenz
how,
wondered, do rhey know whom
to foilow? As a bop
he was delighted ro see that
hatchrings wourd trair afrer
him
instead of their mothers.
As a scientist, Lorenz found
thar
ducklings would tail arytthing-no
marrer how impiausible a
med1s1-provided they saw ir
move
their rives.
"^+in
Lorenz realized that when gosrings
in the wild foilow a morher
goose,they do so not becausetl

them
to roodandewav
ri"it;::rt":.?i",#'*

,:lll]j

equipped goslings wirh ahardwired
,.lrr"r rule (,,for iow fiar,,), and
the dictum applies ro any object
falring within ,o-" sketchy
guide_
Iines for motherhood ("seen ea
rly inrii." pr.r. "moving,,). The
first
a freshly hatched bird normaily
sees rs its mother, but the
;ntity
birdt neural system is programmed
to detect onry a few of her rel_
evant characteristics before fixating
on her, ,rrd ih" sysrem can be
fooled. Lorcnz used the word
imprintingfor the tendency of
birds
and mammals to lock on ro an
eatryouj..r. In work done since,
lambs have been tricked into
forming a bond to television
sers,
guinea pigs to wooden blocks,
ro cylinders of wire
benr into the rough outline of "rrd -"orrkeys
a simian mother.
Imprinting is a manifestation
of rudimentary neural systems
dabbling in relaredness,and its rigid,ityowes
to the primirive
nature of those circuits. Human
,.l"tio.,rhips-,r.h
show similarly raw_
ful properties. Even though
primate affachments are more flexibre
than a goslingt, they bend much
less than people expecr.
Frederick II, a thirreenth-century
Hory Roman emperor and
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king of southern ltaly, unwittingly conducted the first study of
Iruman bonding. His Imperial Majestp who spoke several lan{uages himself, thought he could determine the inborn languageof
rnankind by raising a group of children who would never hear
speech.Saltimbene de Parma, a Franciscan monk who chronicled
the exploits of the experimental monarch, wrote that Frederick
proceeded by "bidding foster-mothers and nurses to suckle and
bathe and wash the children, but in no wise to praffle or speak with
them; for he would have learnt whether they would speak the Hebrew language (which had been the first), or Greek, or Latin, or
Arabic, or perchancethe tongue of their parents of whom they had
been born." But, the good brother wrote, Frederick's exerciseterminated before yielding any linguistic resulc all of the infants died
before uttering a single word. The emperor had stumbled upon
something remarkable: that "children could not live without clappings of the hands, and gestures,and gladnessof countenance,and
*
blandishments."
Eight hundred years later, in the I940s, psychoanalyst Ren6
Spitz reported on infants caught in a repetition of Frederick's experiment. Spitz described the fate of orphaned children reared in
foundling homes and institutions, as well as babies separated from
young mothers in prison. In deferenceto the newly validated germ
theory of disease,institutional babies were fed and clothed, and
kept warm and clean, but they were not played with, handled, or
held. Human contact, it was thought, would risk exposing the children to hazardous infectious organisms.
Spitz found that while the physical needs of the children were
met, they inevitably became withdrawn and sickly, and lost weight.
A great many died. In a mortal irony, the babies exhibited a vast
*

Frederick cannot have been pleased with the outcome of the experiment. He
was not a man co be trifled with-Saltimbene reports the king once cut off
a notary's thumb for the sin of misspelling his name.
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vulnerability to the same infections their isolation was meant ro
guard against. Forry percent of children who conrracted measles
succumbed to the virus, for example, at a time when the measles
mortality rate in the community outside the institution was .5
percent. "The worst offenders," Spitz wrote, ,,werethe best equipped
and mosr hygienic institutions." Death rates at the so-called sterile
nurseries near the turn of the century wereroutinely above 7s
per
cenr, and in at least one case, nearly I00 percenr. Spitz had redis_
covered that a lack of human interaction-handling,
cooing,
stroking, baby talk, and play-is fatal to infants.
why should human contacr-"gestures and gladnessof coun_
tenance"-rank with food and water as a physiologic need?The
British psychoanalyst John Bowlby picked up this trail in the
I950s. A natural renegade,Bowlby had barely completed his
psy_
choanalytic training before he launched a revolution against the
mother church. His creative blend of Freudian metapsychology
and Lorenzian ethology produced aftachment
theorl, a model that
draws parallels between the bonding behavior of humans and animals. Bowlby theorized thar human infants are born wirh a brain
sysrem that promotes safety by establishing an instinctive behavioral bond with their mothers. That bond produces distresswhen
a mother is absent, as well as the drive for the two to seek each
other out when the child is frightened or in pain. The same behavioral template is manifest in orher young mammals, who also cry
and cling and seek our their mothers when danger looms.
At the time, Bowlby's ideas were scandalous.Thc lrrcudians
viewed the mother-infant bond as the "cupboard of lovc,,: an in_
fant valueshis mother becauseshe gratifies his id, as she docs when
she feedshim. Bowlbys biological bonding sysremand its infringemenr on the id's supremacy infuriated the psychoanalysts.
Th.y
"1_
ternately denounced him as naive and a blasphemer.After Bowlby
published his pivotal paper "The Nature of the child's Tie to Hi
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and regal tones:
Mother,,' Anna Freud rebuked him in frosty
,,[w]. do not deal with happenings in the external world as such
are fighting words'
t.,rrtwirh their repercussionsin the mindi'These
annihilation, like
Accusing a psychoanalyst of realism is verbal
ham-fisted. Donald
calling a composer tone-deaf or a surgeon
and thenWirr.,].ott, English pediatrician turned psychoanalyst
alyti,c Society, wrote that
president of in. British Psychoan
theories were giving him "a kind of revulsion"' Even
if*lby.
to condemn him at one
Bowlby s own therapist, Joan Riviere, rose
that PurPose.
of the psychoan alytic meetings called for
were psychiIn Bowlby's day, nearly all American psychoanalysts
Bowlby struggled against
arrisrs, and vice versa.while spitz and
colleaguesin
the orthodoxies of one profession,their psychologist
no less restrictive ideolAmerica were burdened by a dtfferent but
the behavioral sciences,
ogy. psychology, the nonmedical branch of
for decadesunder the iron rule of behaviorism. Psycho"i.r"r.a
bore the stamp of
logi."l models of the mother-infant relationship
the twin monoliths
th"t *ithering reign. Reward and punishment,
to run mazes' were inrhat taught pigeons to peck leversand rats
tools for shaping human relatedness.Behavvoked
", "11-p,.rrpose
like unruly lab animals'
iorists advised Parents to treat their babies
distress with
comforting crying infants was verboten; rewarding
noxious disatrention , theytaught, merely reinforces and promotes
"Mother love is a dangerous instrument," cauplays of whining.
maintaining that
,ion"d rhe renowned behaviorist John Watson,
healthy children into conparental affection usually transforms
emotional invalids. "Never hug and kiss theml' he adr"-ptibl"
1ap.If you must, kiss
uir"i parents, "never let them sit in your
them orr." on the forehead when they say goodnight"'
synchronous
Harry Harlow's famous work in the fifties dealt
models of relathammer bl0ws to the Freudian and the Pavlovian
notoriety in the
edness. In an experiment destined for perpetual
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Pages of college textbooks, Harlow offered young monkeys a
choice of two surrogate mothers: a wire
mesh cylinder outfitted
with a feeding milk bottle, and a terrycloth
figure that offered no
nutritive susrenance. without fail, the
immarure monkeys fre_
quenred the wire mother only long enough to
dine and treated the
fu*y mother as Mom: they craspedher,
.q.r."r.d at her, embraced
her, hid behind her when ararmed. Milk,
whether a reinforcing re_
w ard or an id-sarisfying elixia failed,specracul
arly to
"rtrblirf, ".ry
bond. In trial after tria|, rhe more a doll
could be made ro resem_
ble a mother monkey, the more infatuated
the li*re monkeys be_
came.
only Bowlbyt attachment theory, which herd
rhat proximity to
the morher herself is an inborn need, fit
the facts. In his view, an
infanr is born wirh few moror skils,
and so, when his morher
strays, he can keep her near by crying-a
generically inherited clarion call that makes a normal morher seekhimout.
As ababydevel_
ops muscular coordination, attachment
behaviors become more
elaborate: a child reaches,grasps, beckons,
crawrs, or cramors to
bring his mother close. Attachment behaviors
are clumsy and sput_
tering in their initial forms, as mosr behaviors
are, bur over rime
they become
Part of a fluent interaction betweenchild and rnother
children expresstheir separation-related
distressfirst in a nonspe_
cific bleat, and larer in pointed communications
(,,I want yo., ,o
hold my hand now."). Bur even crying is
not as general a signar as
one might suppose: an infantt hunger cry
has , ,rrriq,r. ,o,rrrd .ignature. when a mother reachesfor the
bomle ,.rd .,ot ch. di"p!,
when her baby cries,she is more than
guessingabout whar her child
needs.
Certain conditions elicit forceful expressions
of a child's in_
stinctive desireto be ar a parent'sside: unfamiliar
places,people, or
things; frnr, p"in, cold, illness,and imposed
separ"tiorrr. Adults evidence the same template, although we rarely.".ogrrir"
irs outrine.
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Ilut fear'spropensity to amplify bonding is what drives high school
couples to see scary movies together. An identical mechanism
weavesthe ties between people who share a tfaumatic experience,as
in wartime or a disaster.Designers of boot camPs,and fratetnity
and sorority initiations, with varying degreesof consciousnessexploit the same process to forge affiliations between dissimilar
strangers who must be made to cohere.
Children show fewer outward markers of attachment as they
grow up. An eight-year-old is less likely to hold his mother's hand
in a department store than a four-year-old, and a fourteen-year-old
may not be willing to hold a parent's hand under any circumstances. But the underlying bond endures. An attachment can
flourish without overt sign until a disruptive event brings out its
expression. People hug each other on departures and arrivals-an
act so familiar we might think it nothing more than a custom. But
this style of embrace contains silent evidence of attachment: an
imposed separation,or the threat of one, reflexivelymakes people
want to reestablishskin-to-skin contact.
Tire PlrnNr Ysens
Psychiatrists are notorious for claiming that pivotal events in the
first years of life determine personality. Some skeptics regard this
assertion with suspicion, but the study of human attachment has
proven it true.
More than twenty years ago, developmental psychologist Mary
Ainsworth investigated mothers and their newborn infants and
found that the kind of mother a baby has predicts his emotional
traits in later life. She first watched how mothers looked after babies and divided caretakingstylesinto three categories.A year later,
Ainsworth then tested the children's emotionaliry by observing
their responseto brief separations.A mother who had been consistently attentive, responsive,and tender to her infant raised a sr-
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cure child, who used his morher as
a safe haven from which to ex_
plore the world. He was upser and fussy
when she left him and re_
assured and joyful when she came
back. A cord, resentfur, rigid
mother produced an insecure-avoidant
child, who dispr"y"J i"i i:if"r_
encero his mothert deparruresand
often pointedly ignored her on
her rerurn, turning his back or crawlin
g
to a suddenly fasci_
^*^y
nating toy in the corner.The baby
of morher distracted or erratic
"
in her attentions became an insecure-ambivalen
toddler, clutching at
his mother when they were rogerher,
dissorving into wails and
shrieks when the two were separared,
and remaining inconsorabre
after their reunion.
As the chilciren marured, morhers'parenting

aptitude predicted
more and more budding personarity
g""ui.,
traitr.
of ,.rpo.rriu.
mothers developed into grade-schoorers
who were happy, sociarly
comperent, resilienr, persisrenr,rikable,
and empathic with others.
They had more friends, were reraxed
about intiin^ry,solved probIems on their own when they .o-uld,
and sought help when they
neededir. Infants rearedby the cord
moth.r, gr"", up to be disrant,
difficult-to-reach kids who were hosrile
to
shunned to_
getherness, and wouldnt ask for comforr, ",rtho.icy,
panicularly when rhey
were hurr.They often had a mean
srreak and seem.a ,o ,"i.
o;;;
sure in provoking and upsetting
other children. The offsprirrg of
the unpredictable mothers metamorphosed
inro children who were
socially inept, timid, hypersensitive,
and racking in confidence.
Hungry fbr attenrion and easiry frusrrated,
rhey frequentry asked
for assistancewith simple tasks that
should hnu" b""., wirhin their
competence.
The modesr srudy that Ainsworth
began has since swelled inro
a mounrain of meticulous investigation.
Long_term data are still
rolling in; children have been
followed f.oinfancy ro rheir
teenageyears.Attachment security
continues ro be a powerful pre_
dictor of life success.
The securelyarached children have
a consid-
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,'rable edge in self-esteemand popularity as high school students,
while the insecurely attached are proving excessivelysusceptible to
rhe sad ensnarementsof adolescence-delinquency, drugs, pregnancy,AIDS. Almost two decadesafter birth, a host of academic,
social, and personal variables correlate with the kind of mother
who gazeddown at her child in the cradle.
Ainsworth (and the many researcherswho followed her) proved
that what a mother does with her baby mattersMothers shape their
children in long-lasting and measurableways, bestowing upon them
some of the emotional amributes they will possessand rely on, to
their benefit or detriment, for the rest of their lives.The results of
this researchaccord agreeablywith common sense.If raising children entails any talent or skill, if one supposes that parenting is
more neurally complicated than a reflex, then some people will inevitably possessa greater adeptnessat nurturing emotionally healthy
children. And from the study of attachment, we can learn who these
parents are and how they do what they do.
Ainsworth found no simple correlation between the length of
time a mother spent attending to her child and his ultimate emotional health. The securely attached children were not necessarily
the infants who were taken up into their mothers'arms most frequently or held the longest.Ainsworth observedinstead that secure
attachment resulted when a child was hugged when he wanted to be
hugged and put down when he wanted to be put down. When he
was hungry, his mother knew it and fed him; when he began to tire,
his mother felt it and easedhis transition into sleepby tucking him
into his bassinet.Wherever a mother sensedher baby'sinarticulate
desires and acted on them, not only was their mutual enjoyment
greatest,but the outcome was, years later, a securechild.
By the grace of what miraculous interme diary do mothers know
when to approach an infant and when to let him be, when a baby
needs the warmth of her embrace and when he needs room to
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breathe?Limbic resonancegives her the means
ro that telepathy. By
looking into his eyes and becoming arruned
to his irrrr.i srares,a
mother can reliably intuit her baby's feelings
and needs.The regu_
Iar application of that knowledg" .h"rg.s
a childt emorional
makeup. The precise details of that
pro..., are now coming ro
light, as the neural sysremsunderlying r"lat"drress
yield.rp ,o--. of
their secrets.Bowlby thought the goal of
atachmenr was ro esrab_
lish physical securiry for an infant, whose
helpressnessrequires a
nearby prore-or. His thinking was audacious
in its d"y, i,rt th.
reach of relationships is far grearer than
he imagined. Investigations into the physiolog y of relatedness
now reil us rh"t
"tt".h_
ment Penetratesto the neural core of what it
means to be a human
being.
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Human adults exhibit a protest response as much as any other
rnammal. Anyone who has been jilted in an infatuation (i.e., just
;rbout everybody) has experienced the protest phase firsthand-the
inescapableinner restlessness,the powerful urge to contact the person ("just to talk"), mistaken glimpses of the lost figure everywhere (a seething combination of overly vigilant scanning and
blind hope). A11are part of protest. The drive to reestablishcontact is sufficiently formidable that people often cannot resist it,
even when they understand that the other person doesnt want anything to do with them. Human beings manifest searching and calling in lengchy lefters, frantic phone calls, repeated e-mails, and
telephoning an answeringmachine just to hear anothert voice.The
tormented letter that a rejected lover composes turns out to be an
updated version of a baby rat's constant peep: the same song, in a

T HE A NA T O M Y
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MounNrxc Bpcouss ErscrRrc
Take a puppy awayfrom his mother, prace
him arone in a wicker
pen, and you will witness the universal mammalian
reaction to the
ruprure of an attachment bond-a reflection
of the limbic archi_
tecture mammals share. Short separations
provoke an acute re_
sponse known es protest,while proronged
,"prrrtions yierd the
physiologic state of despair.
A lone puppy first enrers the proresr phase.
He paces tirelessry,
scanning his surroundings from all vantage
points, barking,
scratching vainly at the floor. He make.
and abortive at"rr.rg.tic
temp$ at scalingthe walls of his prison, tumbling
into a heap with
each failure. He lets out a piteouswhine, high-pilched
and gr"tir-,g.
Every aspecrof his behavior broadcastshis
dirtr.rr, the same discomfort that all social mammars show when
deprived of those to
whom they are attached. Even young rats
evidence proresr: when
their mother is absent they emit nonstop
ulrrasonic cries, a plaintive chorus inaudible to our dull ape ears.

slightly lower pitch.

Thebehavior
andp@siology
oJtheprotest
(Adaptedfrom Hofer, 1987.)
phase.
A mammal in protest shows a distinct physiology. Heart rate
and
and body temperature increase,as do the levels of catecholamines
cortisol.
Catecholamines (like adrenaline) elevatealertness and activity. A young mammal who has lost his mother ought to stay alert
long enough to find her, and the rise in catecholamines during
protest promotes his vigil. This part of the ancient attachment machinery may also keep a human being staring at the ceiling all night
afrcr a breakup. Cortisol is the bodyt major stress hormone, and
its sharp elevation in separated mammals tells us that relationship
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rupture is a severebodily srrain. cortisol
levels rise sixfold in some
mammals after jusr rhirty minures
of isolation.
THr Hranrt

DrscoNTENr

A lone puppy's protesr phase doesn,t
last forever. Reunite the pup
with his mother, and protest terminares.
If the seParatlonls
Pro_
longed, a mammal enters the second
stage:despair.Likeprotest, de_
spair is e coherenr physiologic
srare-a ser of behavioral
inclinations and bodily reacrions
common ro mammals. Despair
begins with the collapse of fretfurness
inro rethargy: the animal
stops his back-and-forrhing, stops
whimpering, and curls up in a
despondent lump. He drinks littre
and may ."ior" no inreresr in
food at all. If a peer or praymate is
introduced into the pen, he may
regard him wirh a bleary eye and
turn ewey. He wilr have a
slumped, dejected-looking posrure
and a sad faciar expression.As
the_universality of emotional expressiveness
lets us know a mammal in despair looks miserable.
The physiologic signature of the
despair phase is rhar of wide_
spread disruption of bodily rhythms.
H""rt rate wilr be low, and
on the electrocardiogram we will
find abnormal, serrated beats in_
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rruding into the regular procession of slender spikes that demarc;rtea healthy heart's metronomic cadence.Sleep will change considerably: lighter, with less dreaming or REM

sleep, and more

spontaneous nocturnal awakenings. Circadian rhythms, which cot>rdinatethe rise and fall of physiologic parameters with the light.1ark cycle of the dap will also shift. The level of growth hormone
in the blood will plummet. Even immune regulation undergoes
rnajor alterations in responseto prolonged separation.
Anyone who has grieved a death has known despairfrom the inside: the leaden inertia of the body, the global indifference to
cverything but the loss, the aversionto food, the urge to closet oneself away,the inability to sleep,the relentlessgraynessof the world.
Grief can give some insight into what it is like to have a major depression.Despair and depressionare close cousins, enough so that
despair in laboratory animals is often used as a model for human
depressiveillness. The diseasestate we call major depression in
human beings may be a twisted variant of the despair reaction. But
how and why the neural adaptationsto loss can be unleashedinside
the brain absent the usual trigger, death of a loved one, remains unknown.
Prolonged separation affects more than feelings. A number of
somatic parametersgo haywire in despair. Becauseseparation deranges the body, losing relationships can cause physical illness.
Growth hormone levels plunge in despail-6hs

An kolatedrhesus
monkg''.
(From Kapkn ard Sadock
s Synopsis
oJpslchiatry,Eighth

Edition.Reprinred
witi, p"rmirrior, f_ipfi"#;:'Wi,r_s
& Wilkins.)
"f

reason why chil-

Sod fociol expression

Thebehavior
andpfusiology
oJthedespair
(Adapted from Hofer, I987.)
phase.
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dren deprived of love srop growing, lose weight no marrer what
their caloric intake, and dwindle away.children confined to a
hospital for extended periods of time used ro surrender to this syn_
drome in droves.Ren6 spitz called their affliction ,.hospitalir-,,,"
term overraken by the politely tautological phrase srill employed,
"failure ro rhrive." once docors appreciated
the physical d"-"g.
contained in social loss, they increasedthe survivaI of these children simply by allowing them more conracr with their parents.
Children aren'r the only ones whose bodies respond to the intricacies of loss: cardiovascular function, hormone levels, and
im_
mune processesare discurbed in adults subjected to
prolonged
separation. And so medical illness or death often follows the
end
of a marriage or the loss of a spouse. one study, for insrance,
found that social isolation tripled the death rate following a
heart
attack. Anorher found that going ro group psychorh"r"py doubled
the postsurgical lifespan of women with breast cancer. A third
noted that leukemia patients with srrong social supports had
two_
year survival rates more than twice that of those who lacked them.
In his fascinaring book LoyeG Survival,Dean ornish surveyed
the
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pacity to incorporate the concept that a relationship rs a physiologic process,as real and as potent as any pill or surgical procedure.
THp HIODEN PERSUADERS
Scienceis an inherent contradiction-systemati6

$r6nds1-applied

to the natural world. In its mundane form, the methodical instinct
prrevailsand the result, an orderly procession of papers, advancesthe
perimeter of knowledge, step by laborious step. Great scientific
minds partake of that daily discipline and can also suspend it, yielding to the sheer love of allowing the mental engine to spin free. And
then Einstein imagines himself riding a light beam, Kekule formulates the structure of benzene in a dream, and Flemingt eye travels
past the annoying mold on his glasswareto the clear ring surrounding it-a lucid halo in a dish otherwise opaque with bacteria-arld
penicillin is born. Who knows how many scientific revolutions have
been missed because their potential inaugurators disregarded the
whimsical, the incidenal, the inconvenient inside the laboratory?
In I958, Myron Hofer (now professor of psychiatry and director of the Division of Developmental Psychobiology at Columbia

medical literature on the relationship between isolation and human
mortality. His conclusion: dozens of studies demonsrratethat soli-

University) was looking into che braint control over heart rate when
felicitous accident struck. He came to work one morning to find

tary people have a vasrly increasedrate of premarure dearh from
all
causes-they arc three to five timeslikelier to die early rhan
people
with ties to a caring spouse, family, or community.

that a freedom-loving mother rat had chewed through her cageand
escapedduring the night. Hofer happened to notice that her aban-

with

results like these backing the medical efficacy of mam_
malian congregarion, you might rhink thar crearmenrslike
group
therapy after breast cancer would now be standard. Guess
^gnin.
Affiliation is not a drug or an operation, and that mak.s it ,,.arly
invisible to wesrern medicine. our doctors are nor uninformed; on
the contrary, most have read these studies and grant them a
grudging intellecrual acceprance.But they don't beliwein them; thry
."Jt
bring themselvesro base trearmenr decisions on a rumored
phantom like attachment. The prevailing medical paradigm h", .,o ."-

doned litter of pups showed heart rates less than half normal. He
surmised that the pups'cardiac cells had cooled without a mothert
warmth, and decided to run a test on his idle hypothesis. He provided lone baby rats with a heat source that mimicked a maternal
presence.To his surprise, the hearts in the PuPs beat just as slowly
before warming as after. Somehow, a mother rat Possessesan organic thermoregulatory power that disembodied heat does not.
Intrigued by this mysterious maternal force, Hofer set about divining the arcanephysiology of orphaned rat PuPs. In experiment
after experiment, he replaced the missing mother with single frag-
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ments of her sensory qualities. A piece of cloth with her scenr on

;rbsent, an infant loses all his otganrzing channels at once' Like a
nrarionette with its strings cut, his physiology collapses into the

it, a lamp that radiated heat at her body temperarure, strokes on a
pupt back with a brush, simulating her grooming-Hofer
used
them as deliber ately partial substitutes for a morher rat.
Hofer found that restoring a singbmaternal attribute could prevent just onephysiologic aspecrof despair, without affectin g any of
the others. A mothert body warmth and olfacrory cues direct her
infant's activity level, while her tactile stimulation determines her
pupt growth hormone level. Milk delivery to a pup's stomach fixes
its heart rate, while the periodicity of feeding modulates sleepwake states.
Hofer rcalized not only that the tie linking a mother rat to her
baby is vital and corporeal, but also thar the bond itself is woven
from separate strands, each a distinct regulatory pathway in the
body. A mother continuously adjusts her infant's physiology. One

lruddled heap of despair.
The figure below demonstrates the disharmony that motherlcssnessunleashesin the bodily rhythms of a baby rat'
Once separated from their attachment figures' mammals spiral
down into a somatic disarray that can be measuredfrom the outside and painfully felt on the inside.The rate of disintegration diffs15-infxp65 are most dependent uPon external suPPoft' and
without it they lapse quickly. The stability of older children decays
rnore slowly, and that of many adults, slower still. Whatever the
age,the eventual slide is inevitable; the physiology of social mamspeed. Hofert delineation of this frailty
^t ^ny
ooened the door to a novel view of human relatedness.
mals is unstable

can interrupt a single thread of her influence and disrupr rhe corresponding physiologic parameterin her baby.When the morher is
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Tirc OppN Crncm
Most people assumethat the body they inhabit is sef-regulatingthat their own physiologic balance occurs within
loop.crluir"
control is the classic example of a closed loop, ^,jorrd
with a car,sself_
contained sysrem checking its speed and adjusting its own
throttle
accordingly. An auto under manual operation, on rhe
other hand,
is one half of an open-loop
duo-here the car rolls on; an utterly ex_
ternal agenr takes in the speed of the rushing landscape
and, with
his feet pushing pedals, instigares throttle .h".rg.r;
rhe cart velocity rises and falls. A car minus cruise control is no
masrer of its
fate; alone, it cannot maintain any desired speed above
zero.
Is the human body an open- or crosed-roop affair?Do
we possessinrernal cruise control analoguesthat monitor
and modifl.our
physiologic oscillations, or is someone else in the somatic
driver,s
seat?Both, to an extent. some of our somatic systems
are closed.
self-regulating loops. others are nor. consider, for
instance, rhat
women who spend time together frequently find their
menstrual
cyclescoming inro sponraneousalignment. This harmonious,
hormonal communion demonstratesa bodily connecion
that is lim_
bic in nature, becauseclose friends achievesynchrony
more readily
than those who merely room together.
A number of scientistsnow believe that somatic concordances
like these are nor just normal bur necessaryfor
mammals. The
mammalian nervous system depends for its neurophysiologic
stability on a sysrem of interactive coordinarion, wherein
steadiness
comes from synchron ization with nearby attachment
figures.
Protest is the alarm that follows a breach in these
life-susta-ining
adjustments. If the interruption continues, physiologic
rhythm.
decline into the painful unruliness of despair.Evolutio.,
h", given
mammals a shimmering conduit, and they use it to tinker
with one
anothert physiolog to adjust and fortify one
another's fragile
f,
neural rhythms in the collaborative dance of love.
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We call this mutually synchronizingexchange limbicregulation.The
lrrrnutnbody constantly fine-tunes many thousands of physiologic
l,.u';lmeter5-lsx11 rate and blood pressure,body temperature,imnrune function, oxygen saturation, levels of sugars,hormones, salts,
r.ns, rrretabolites.In a closed-loop design, each body would se[frrr,rrritorlevels and self-administer correctives,keeping its solitary
\\'stem in continuous harmonious balance.
Ilut becausehuman physiology is (at least in part) an open-loop
.ur';rngement,an individual does not direct all of his own functions.
\ second person transmits regulatory information that can alter
Irormone levels, cardiovascularfunction, sleep rhythms, immune
Irrnction, and more-inside

the body of the first. The reciprocal

l\r'ocessoccurs simultaneously:the first person regulatesthe physi,rlogf of the second, even as he himself is regulated. Neither is a
firnctioning whole on his own; each has open loops that only
',,mebody elsecan compiete.Together they createa stable,properly
[';rlancedpair of organisms.And the two trade their complement;rry data through the open channel their limbic connection provi des.
A baby's physiology is maximally open-loop: without limbic
rcgulation, his vital rhythms collapse, and he will die-as

Freder-

ick II and Ren6 Spitz both proved. In current parlance,babies outsourcemost physiologic governanceto parents and gradually bring
tlrose duties back in-house over months to years.Their

expo"aily
srrreto the external order that parents provide teachesbabies how
to manage some physiologic rhythms on their own. Two studies,
lirr instance, compared premature infants who slept with a stan.lard teddybear to those supplied with a "breathing" bear-an

or-

dinary stuffed animal connected to a vencilator and set to inflate
,rnd deflate at a rhythmic fraction of the babyt own respiratory
rate.The infants with the breathing bear later showed more quiet
slcep and more regular respiration than those who slept with a
staticWinnie-the-Pooh. Regular sighs mught the preemiesrespira-
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tory stability, with modern technology providing the means ro
an
ancient source of inspiration.

,I'rlJrcn's stories and in life, diseasecreateshermits and cabin,l',,'lling Kaczynskis. Limbic regulation makes expulsion from the

As the nervous system matures, a baby reclaims some regulatory

. r'nrpany of others the cruelest punishment human beings can de-

processesand performs them autonomously. Even after a peak parenting experience, children never transition to a fully self-tuning

r,.,'. When his friend Friar Laurence tells Romeo that his death
.,tntcDCehas been commuted to interminable exile, Romeo's heart

physiology. Adults remain social animals: they continue ro require
a source of stabilization outside themselves.That open-loop
d"-

l'l('l)lresto break:

sign means that in some important ways, people cannot be stable
should or shouldn'r be, but can't be. This

And say'stthowyt tbat exileis not deatb?

on their own-not

kniJe,
lladst thou no poisonmix'd, no sharp-ground

prospecr is disconcerting to many, especiallyin a society that prizes
individuality as ours does. Total self-sufficiency rurns our ro be
a
daydream whose bubble is burst by the sharp edge of the limbic
brain. Stability means finding people who regulate you well
and
staying near them.

No suddenmeanoJ death,thowgh
ne'erso metn)

Taking a rhesus monkey ewayfrom his mother roo soon or subjecting him to lengthy maternal absenceswill produce
a monkey
with a lifelong vulnerability ro despair.Limbic regulation explains
why with less internahzed capacity for self-supervision, such
a
mammal slips precipitously inro physiologic chaos whenever his
extrinsic source of stabiliry moves out of range. Human children
of erratic mothers are clingy for the same reason. Becausethey
haven'tbeen able to absorb sufficient closed-loop conrrol over their
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Bwt "banished"
to kill me?"Banished"?
O Jriar, thedamnedusethat word in hell;
lTowlingsattendit: how hastthouiltebeart,
Beinga divine,a ghost$ conJessor,
A sin-absolver,
and ml Jriend proJess'd,
To mangleme with tltat word "banished"?
I He OursrDERS
l.imbic regulation mandates interdependencefor social mammals
,'l-all ages.But young mammals are in specialneed of its guidance:
tlrcir neurai systems are not only immature but also growing and
..'lranging.One of the physiologic processesthat limbic regulation

physiology, they need ro sray near an external regulator to remain
in balance.

.lirects,in other words, is the development of the brain itself,-and

This necessaryintermingling of physiologiesmakes relatedness
and communal living rhe center of human life. we recog nize in-

rnind. The importance of limbic contact for normal brain devel-

stinctively that healthy humans are nor loners. of his famous re_
treat to walden Pond, Thoreau wrote, "r went to the woods
becauseI wished to live deliberately, to front only the essential
facts of life," but he did not front rhem alone. His nearestneighbor was but a mile distant, and concord two miles; Thoreau
depended on both liberally, and dined frequently with friends. In

tl)at means attachment determines the ultimate nature of a childt
opment shows itself most starkly in the devastatingconsequences
,rf its omission.
Feed and clothe a human infant but deprive him of emotional
contact and he will die. But infant monkeys are hardier than hunrans in the face of such privation. Monkeys reared without their
rnothers often survive, but their neural systems are permanently
rnaimed.
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( i.rrv Kr':lcmer,professor and chair of the Department of Kinerr.Lrfv rrt the University of Wisconsin, and a leading researcheron

,,, ,r social group. A monkey cannot even grow up knowing how to
,',rt ()r drink in a balanced way unless his mother was at his side

tlrc rrcurobiology of social deprivation, has described and investig;rtcd the effects of what is termed the isolationsyndrome,
Monkeys

.hrrirrgchildhood.

r;rised alone cannot engagein reciprocal interactions with normal
monkeys, who consistendy reject them. They are unable to mate. If
solo-reared females undergo artificial impregnation, rhey show a
striking lack of mammalian attitudes toward their infants: indifference and neglect alternate with savageattacks. fsolates are unpredictably vicious to adults as well. Ordinary monkeys usually break
off a conflict when dominance has been settled, but those reared in
isolation often fight to the death and beyond, rending and dismembering opponenrs. Self-mutilation is another of solitudet
legacies: these monkeys bite their own arms, bang their heads
against the wall, and gouge out their eyes.Social environment even
fixes the normal formation of such behavioral basics as eating and
drinking: isolates typically engage in prolonged food and water
binges.
An isolated monkey becomesa grotesque caricaturebecausethe
mammalian nervous system cannot self-assemble. Many subsystems of the mammalian brain do not come preprogrammed; maturing mammals need limbic regulation ro give coherence to
neurodevelopment. Without rhis external guidance, neural cacophony ensues:behavioral systems are constructed, but without proper
harmony between the interdigitating parrs. Like the isolates described above,mammals that grow up in the absenceof central coordination are jagged and incomplete. Their brains produce
fractured behaviors that emerge at the wrong times, in the wrong
places, in the wrong ways.They have aggression, for instance, bur
not the modulated, momentary ftercenessthat servesto challenge
or defend a place in the pecking order. Instead they show wild
swings of unpredictable violence incompatible with membership
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I-ove, and the lack of it, change the young brain forever. The
n,.l'voussystem was once thought to unfold into maturity in accor,l,rrrcewith the instructions in its DNA, much as a Person alone in
.r r'()ommight, with a set of directions and a flurty of creases,pro.lrrccan origami swan. But as we now know, most of the nervous
..\stcm (including the limbic brain) needsexPosureto crucial exPerr(.ncesto drive its healthy growth. In work that netted the I98I
\,rlrel Pdze for medicine, David Hubel and Torsten Wiesel
.'lr,>wed
that kittens raised with one eye coveredgrew uP to be cats
rvith marked aberranciesin the brain areasserving vision.The same
lr,rlds true for the neural systemsthat direct limbic resonanceand
r(.gulation: relevant experienceis a necessarypart of the process
rlrrrt leads to the brain's final structure. The lack of an attuned
rrr<rtheris a nonevent for a reptile and a shattering iniuty to the
.-,rmplex and fragile limbic brain of a mammal.
Raising a monkey in seclusion provides direct data on the neural
,.(fects of totalsocialdeprivation. Human infanrc almost never survive such drastic conditions. To evaluate the impact of subtler
l',onding derangements,a grouP of researchersdevised an ingenious
way to make healthy monkeys into poor mothers. They place monkcy mother and infant in an environment where food is not always
r.cadilyavailable.Sometimes the mother has easyaccessto nutrients;
:rt other times she must searchdiligently to find enough to feed herself and her baby. The unpredictability of that circumstance Preys
on the mother's mind and erodes her parental affentiveness.
Such distracted, apprehensivemothering endows juvenile monkeys with emorional vulnerabilities and altered neurochemistries.
The monkeys so raised show magnified despair and anxiety rcactions, and their brains reveal changes in the neurotransmitter sys-
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tems that control these emotional states.Unlike
the sweeping har
that isolation rearing unleashes, these defects
are focal and,fai
enough that a mother's presencecan mask them:
at her side, the i
paired young monkey seemsnormal. But separate
the two and hi
apparenr stability evaporares-a condition called
pseudoindependence,
Full-grown, rhese monkeys are living proof
of rimbic reguration's enduring power: they arc timid, cringy,
subordinate, and
clumsy in their efforts to establish ties to
oth., monkeys. The
brains of these animals evidencepermanent
alterations in neurochemistry. Just becausetheir morhers once lived
under a pall of uncertainty, these adult animals show lifelong
changes in levels of
neurotransmitters like serotonin and dopamine.
with their vulner_
ability to anxiery and depression,their social
awkwardnessand failures to attach as adults, these monkeys exhibit
a close animal
counterparr ro the multifaceted misery that in
human beings is labeled neuroric.
Despite rhe centrality of limbic regulation, nor
all mammals live
to link and link to live. Giant pandas spend
their lumbering and
bamboo-munching days alone, and .o-. together
only for the essential sexualunion that preservestheir species.
Even the order of
the great apes has a member that is at best
semisocial:the orangutan, whose male members find one another
so intoler"bl" th.y
cannot manage a peaceful assembly.only a
mother orang and her
offspring can stand each other for any appreciable
period of time.
How are we to make senseof these apparently
casual desertions
of the organizine principle of mammalian
life? The meandering
path of evolution supplies an answer.when necessity
h"t.h", a
breed of organisms with a nover ski[, some
of them may, in time,
find it advantageous ro abandon their hard-won
heritage and re_
sume their former lives. Thus the world conrains
reptiles that have
returned ro the same sea from which their
fishy forebears labored
to escape,and birds that relinquished the skies
so long ago their
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* rngs have shrunk to aeronautically useless flaps. Among this
y,rt)upof backward creaturesare the asocialmammals: furry, milkl,t',rringbeings whose ancestorshuddled together as families, and
,''lro have slipped back into a solitary way of life older still.

IIIJILD IN G B LOC KS O F LO VE
\Vhen people have trouble with their emotions-x

$6s6 of anxi-

r't\.'or depression, say, or seasonalgloomins55-lhey

often want

rr'icnceto pinpoint an offending neurotransmitter in the way that
.r witness picks the perp out of a lineup. Is it excessivenorepirrcphrine, too little dopamine, errant estrogen?The answer is apt
ro dissatisfy:no single suspect can be fingered with confidence be.;ruse the question itself attributes a fallacious simplicity to the
Itrai n.
When tryrng to fathom an immense, intricate system, drawing
..lirectarrows of causalitybetweenmicro- and macrocomponents is
'29? Which person trigl,crilous.Which stock causedthe crash of
qcred the outbreak of World War I? Which word of Poe's "The
l{aven" suffuses it with an atmosphere of brooding melancholy?
Neuroscientists understand the immediate chemical effect of a
lrandful of medications, but connecting the dots of those minute
rnolecules to sketch human actions, thoughts, feelings, and traits
rneanstracing a baffling, blossoming tangle of biochemical events.
"fhe
brain's dense thicket of interrelationships, like those of hisrory or art, does not yield to the reductivist's bright blade.
Statements reading "Chemical A causesHumanTiait B" have no
rneaning, despite their popular appeal.The brain is no simple machine, with a lever here releasing joy and a pulley there prompting
panic.We can nonethelesswring valuable information about relatednessfrom neurochemistry. Neurotransmitters are not created equal,
;rnd some are far more important than others in directing limbic
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lr.rr'r,...,r rrr,lr,lrrry' ;,,u.'.ongoing investigationshave implicated
f 1,,.. , rr, r.rl.l','rrrrellplayers:serotonin,opiates,and ox;ztocin.

',,,1cher. And so her inner scalesregularly tipped in favor of staying
rvrrlr a man who could not satis|/ her. "I want to stoP sobadll wrth

t I rr \', t I 1v1119us
Tn4NsMITTER
\t,',lre;rl sciencechancedupon antidepressantsin the I950s, and
I.r' thirty years mosr physicians were too frightened to prescribe
tlrem in sufficienr quantities to permit their efficacy.The reason
was simple: conventional antidepressants were among the easiest
drugs one could use to kill oneself In many cases,a meager week's
worth of medicarion was lethal enough to effect a suicide. In
I988, when Eli Lilly introduced an antidepressantthar didnt kill
people even when taken in bulk, relieved physicians began prescribing it like qezy.Within monrhs, Lillys medication becamerhe
most widely prescribed antidepressant in the qrefld-she
Prozac, the drug that made serotonin
a household word.

infamous

Originally conceived as a trearment for depression, prozac and
the other serotonin agents soon proved to be multifunctional molecuies with a host of unforeseen and beneficial uses.As tens of millions of patients tried these medications, rhe adventitious effects
piled up. Anxiery, hostility, srage ftight, PMS, road rage, bulimia,
low self-confidence, premarure ejaculalisn-xnd the proclivity of
restlessdogs to lick the hair off their forelimbs-all are porentially
remediable through some judicious rinkering with a few of the
brain's many seroronin circuits. A lesser-known property of the
serotonin agents is that they sometimes attenuate the pain of loss.
It doesnt happen ro everyone, bur a select group derives benefit
from serotonin agents because they weaken the heartache that
comes from losing someone.
one person we know, for instance, was trapped in a dismal relationship simply becauseshe could nor ger around the pain of loss.
No matter how much unhappiness her mate causedher, at every attempt to break with him a taller wave of wretchednesswelled up in-
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I'nl)," she said. "Our relationship goeson and on, and I keep thinktime, itt overibut it's nevergoing to be. I feel like moving
',rq,'This
.rt'r'oss
the country just to get ewayfrom him becauseit! been going
fighting with myself constantly over it. I tell
,rryself,'Just go awey,dont ever contact him againl and I can't. I
,,tn't."Yearsof therapy clarified her misery but did not diminish it.
lltrt when she took a serotonin agent, the balance of her sorrows

.n for so long-I'm

.,lrifted slightly. Loss hurt a little less. She did then what she had
1,t'enunable to do: leaveher lover without intolerable suffering.
The freedom to leavea relationship is a bequest,not a birthright.
,,\s the burgeoning research on primate attachments tells us, early
r)urfurance can stretch forward in time to insulate adults from the
.lcstabilizing pangs that solitude brings. As a society, if we do not
,rrtend to the limbic needs of our own young, we risk creating an
epidemic of loss vulnerability. Serotonin agentswill then become
rrot just a remedy to retrievethose few teeteringon the brink of desolation's abyss,but a way of life for a culture that has seftled on the
lip of the precipice itself.
THE REI-rcIoN oF THE Messss
somnlferum
The juices of the flowering plant Papaver
Possessan exceptional quality: they alleviate pain. Scrape and dry the poppy's
exudations and the result is opium-a

mixture of homologous

compounds from the opiate dynasty, an extended chemical family
that includes such notables as morphine, heroin, and laudanum.
Papaveisextract eliminates pain because the selfsame opiates are
vital components of the braint own analgesic system. Prompt deliverance from physical torment was miraculous to the first physicians who dispensedit. Thomas Sydenham said in I680: 'Among
the remedies which it has pleased Almighty God to give to man to
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rt'lieve his sufferings, none is so universal and so
efficacious as
opium."
sydenham was relling only half the srory. opiares nor
only extinguish the pain that comes from physical wounds
but they also
erasethe emotional excruciation arising from the severing
of a relationship. The limbic brain has more opiate receprors
than any
other brain area,perhaps for this purpose. Separarion
studies amest
to the brisk effectivenessof opiates as anestheticsof
loss: if a dam
is taken awey from her puppies, their distress eruprs.
Give them a
tiny dose of opiate (too small to be sedating), and
the pups,
protest vanishes.
Poets and other disreputable types have known about
this power
for thousands of years.The fourth book of Homers
odlssel contains this medically accurate description of a dinn er
perLywherethe
conversation has taken a sorrowful turn to talk of lost
comrades:
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r, n({cncyexists alongsideits polar opposite. And so the brain conr.rrrrsnot only neurotransmitters that produce pain but also those
rlr,rr assuage:the opiates. By the time the limbic brain arose, and
,,,,,nrmalscame to depend on mutual regulation for survival, a ref rrrr.l mechanism was already in place to manage the mental after
,.lli'cts of physical trauma. Evolution then recruited Parts of that
\\'stem to Processthe emotional pain of loss'
While a neocortical brain post-Descartes can wax eloquent on
rlrc division betweenmind and body, the other brains draw no such
,listinction. Damage to onet arm or to one's neurophysiology are
t.t1uallyreal and, ro a mammal, the laffer may be more crippling.
\vhat marrers mosr to Pain Central is not the philosophical cateqory a slight belongs to but the level of jeopardy it threatens. Given
rlre open-loop physiology of mammals and their dependence on
limbic regulation, attachment interruptions are dangerous. They
,,ught to be highly aversive.And so they are: like a shattered knee

A twinging acheoJgrieJ roseup m eyer)one, . .
But now it entered
Helen'smind
to drop into tltewine tltat thel weredrinking

()r a scratched cofnea, relationship ruptures deliver agony' Most
people say thar no pain is greater than losing someone they love.
The intertwining of ioss with the opiates permits the brain to

an anodlne,mild magicoJ
JorgetJulness,
Whoeverdrank thismixture in thewine bowl
would be incapableoJ tearsthat daythoughheshouldlosemotherandJatberboth,

be hot-wired in circumsrancesof dire need. Psychiatristsoften see
people who deliberately injure themselvesin minor but stinging
ways-like making shallow razot cuts to the forearm or cigarette

or see)with his own e)es,a sonor brother
mauledby weapons
oJ bronzeat his owngate.
The amelioration of mourning feil to the opiates
through the
happenstance of biological history. Bodily damage risks
dearh-a
stark fact that drove the evolutionary developmenr
of a neural sys_
tem thar sensesinjury. The business end of that brain
function is
l1vvl-a potent incentive for animals to get out of harm,s
way. But
inside rhe body's endless opposing rhythms, every
physiological

burns to the thigh. These individuals have garnered a multiplicity
of polysyllabic labels over the years,and their self-destructivebent
has been ascribedto various convoluted motives: a desire for attention, an attempt to manipulate, a turning of anger against the self.
Most of them have one thing in common: an exquisite,lifelong
sensitivity ro separation'spain. The miniature lossescontained in a
rebuke, a spat, and other transient relationship rifts can arouse in
them an unbearable blend of despondency and grief' Then follows
an episode of self-harm-a prick, a burn, an incision into the skin'
Beneath and within the abused epidermis, palpitating pain fibers
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send their drumbear signar to
the brain, warning of damage.
These
messagesreleasepain's counrerweighu
th. br..rld, carrning flow of
opiates, and thus, surceaseof
sorrow. chronic self_mutilators
provoke the lesser pain to trick
their nervous sysrems into numbing
the unendurable one.
Less drastic routes abound: warrn
hurnan contact also generates
internal opiate release.Our lovers,
spouses,children, pxrents, and
friends are our d'aily anodynes,
clelivering the magic of
forgetfurness. *oT the twinging ache
of
roneriness. potent
magtc rndeed.
-r-riarian
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,xvrocin.The limbic brains of the affiliative prairie voles are loaded
rvirh oxytocin receptors, while the more aloof montane voles have
l,rr fewer. Oxytocin activity rises in the montane vole only around
rhc time of birthing pups, when affiliation is a necessity.After
r..';rringis done for the montane vole, oxytocin falls again, and so
,.l,resbonding. Mother and her young then go their own ways.
The love lives of prairie dogs implicate oxytocin in forging the
[',onds of relatedness. Oxytocin levels surge in human mothers
,rround birth-to

stimulate labor and nursing, it was thought, but

scienceseesthose hormone levels in a new light. Experts have de-

A PnarnrrDoc,s Lrrs
The third neurorransmi*er
directing attachmenr coordinares
phyr_
iologic evenrs around chirdbirrh-ir
srimurates uterine contractions and milk ejecrion-but
untir recently no one suspected
its
striking emorional power.
The passionate propertie s of
oxytocinhave been erucidated
in_
side rhe brain of an unrikery
candidate for scientific fame:
the
prairie dog' Thomas Insel, psychiatric
researcherand the director
of the center for Behavior"r
N",.rroscience at Emory university,
has studied two speciesof
prairie dogs (known arsoas vote).prairie
voles (Microtus ochrogaste)
affiriate: adurts are monogarnous,
both
Parents nurture rheir young, and husband and ,.if"
,p"rrd most of
their time sitting side by ,id".
Mounrain-dweiling monrane
voles
(Microtusmontanu) are not nearly
so social: mating parterns arnong
these more casually attached rodents
tend towa.d th. promiscuous,
and parents engage in much
less careraking of rhe young
than do
their flatland cousins. paternal
monrane vores frequenrry ignore
therr offspring, and mothers
often abandon their young ones
rwo
weeksPostPartum.
Insel compared the brains
of the rwo species and noticed
_
they differ in the activity of just
one neurorransmi*er sysrern-

[''atedfor decadesabout whether mothers and infants form a bond
irr the hours after parturition, and about the wisdom of separating
the two at this time, as was the custom in'Western in-hospital
childbirth. High oxytocin levelsaround birth point co a crucial relationship event.They tell us that a mother and her child are meant
ro be together postpartum, when their neurochemistriesare busy
weaving the ties between them.
Oxytocin also gushes at puberty, when teenage crushes first
bloom. It may seem strange that a simple molecule could initiate
infatuation's sweetadolescentspell, but everything that happens in
the brain begins with neurochemistry-including

the wonder of

puppy love, whose complex secretresideswithin the limbic brains
of prairie dogs as surely as it does within ours.

TH E B R E A D TH

O F THE BO ND

Human beings can decipher some of the limbic manifestations of
other mammals, and vice versa.Some emotional communications
are speciesspecific: when a cat blinks her almond eyesand looks
away,this signal, seemingly so rich to other felines within range,
rests safely beyond human ken. But despite the variety of emotional expressivenessamong mammals, they partake of a common
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neural infrastructure. A consequenceof
this shared limbic inheri_
tance is often taken for granted: different
speciescan attach to one
another.
on the averagesunday here in Marin county,
ample evidence
awaits in front of the nearest grocery
store, where one or two
golden retrievers will often be tied outside
while their owners shop.
Most of the rime, the dogs are standing
up, peering through the
glass door, tryingto catch a grimpse of the
o.r. p..ron inside who
means something. From time to time, someone
will come by, in or
out, and par a dog on the head.The dog
acceprsthis affecrion, if a
little impatiently. But as his owner heads
o.r, ,h. door, he rembres
and leaps with unmistakable eagerness.
Separation, vigilanr scan_
ning, indifference to those outside th. bo.rJ,
reunion, and joy have
taken place in a ten-minute span in front
of the local market, and
all between rw() specles separated in evoluti
onary time by tens of
millions of years.
Somehow the attachmenr architecture is
generar enough that a
human being and a dog can both fit within
th. r""r- of what each
considers a valid parrner. And the rwo can
engagein limbic regula_
tion: they spend time near each other
."".h oth.r; theiwirl
-ir,
read some of each othert emorional "rd
cues; each will find the pres_
ence of the other soothing and comforting;
each will tune and
regulate the physiology of the other.
Li-Lic regulation is life_
sustaining. This is why pers can make
people not only feel better
but also live longer. severar studies hru.
,hooun dog-owning cardiac
patients die at one quarter ro one sixth the rate
of those *ho forgo
canine companionship.
More than twenty-five years ago, Lewis
Thomas wrote, ,Arthough we are by all odds the most social
of all social animalsmore interdependent, more attached to each
other, more inseparable
in our behaviors than bees-we do not
ofren feel our conjoined in_
telligence."The scienceof our day is allowing
us ro undersrand what

A FlrncPnSee
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of the in,,,rcrdependenceis for, to know the intended outcome
'..'1',.r"biliry,to divine the nature of our conjoined state'
in a process that
we are attached to keep our brains on track,
The earliestPor1,,.{insbefore birth and sustainslife until its end.
changes a
r rorl 0f that duet must catch our attention: attachment
carvesenduring pat\r)ung mammal forever, as limbic regulation
of the mind' To
r(.nrs of knowledge into the developing circuits
need to aPPre,rn.lerstand how attachment sculpts a person, we
structural
lrcnd memory-the processwhereby the brain undergoes
a straight line,
,.lr:rngefrom experience.Memory does not travel
,rnd neither does the human heart'

